Doral Academy of Nevada
Mathematics Curriculum Overview
K-5 Math: Investigations in Number, Date, and Space
Publisher: Pearson/ 3rd Edition/ Copyright 2017
Overview: The Investigations curriculum for each grade level consists of eight units that address the
number, geometry, measurement, and data standards for that grade level.







Investigations is a comprehensive K-5 inquiry-based, learner-centered curriculum aligned with Common Core Content
and Mathematical Practice Standards (NVACS).
The pedagogical approach of Investigations consistently engages students in thinking, reasoning, problem solving,
justifying, and communicating about mathematics, providing a solid platform for the focus, coherence, and rigor
included in Common Core State Standards (NVACS).
The Investigations curriculum is designed to focus on computational fluency with whole numbers while providing
substantive work within important areas of mathematics – fractions and decimals, geometry measurement, and data
– and connections among them.
A focus on addition and subtraction in Grades K-2 and on multiplication and division of whole numbers and
operations on fractions and decimals in Grades 3-5 represents the foundation of the mathematical study in the
program.

Differentiation: Recommendations and resources for differentiation are included within each lesson and
include suggestions for supporting struggling learners as well as extensions and problem-solving opportunities for
students who have mastered the content of each unit of study.
English Language Learners: Specific strategies and suggestions for English Learners are embedded within each
Investigations lesson.
Technology: Investigations includes a variety of professional development resources for teachers and instructional
digital resources to complement and enhance classroom instruction.

K-5 Math/Arts Integration: Moving Through Math
Publisher: Missarmia/Copyright 2007
Overview: This is an arts-integrated supplemental instructional program where the logic and thinking of mathematics
are integrated with the creativity of music, dance, and dramatic play. The purpose of this approach is to deeply develop
student’s creative and analytical thinking. Moving Through Math focuses on conceptual thinking in mathematics. After
students explore grouping concepts, pattern, and structure in mathematics, they look for these same concepts in the
world around them. This helps students generalize their thinking and leaders to deeper mathematical understandings.
Differentiation: There are five pillars of the Moving Through Math program, with each pillar developing specific
mathematical habits of mind.






Visual Literacy: Math Talks
Drama: Grouping Games for Teaching the Language of Math
Creative Movement: Spatial and Geometric Concepts
Music & Movement: Pattern Foundations in Music, Dance, and Mathematics
Storytelling: Moving through Math Toy Stories

English Language Learners: The different art forms which are integrated through these lessons, deeply connect with
students and build a solid foundation of math skills and language. EL students can utilize non-verbal language and
movement which is a powerful tool in any classroom. The collaboration within these groups challenge students to
strengthen their verbal reasoning skills and mathematical language.

K-2 Math: Developing Number Concepts by Kathy Richardson
Publisher: Dale Seymour/Copyright 1999
Overview: The Developing Number Concepts books and instructional materials is a supplemental resource that provide
simple, but meaningful activities that give students the repeated practice needed to build a strong understanding of
foundational number concepts.
Differentiation: Teachers are able to select additional independent station activities from these resources to
supplement the Investigations Math Workshop games and activities.
Additional Supports: The Doral Academy Math Unit Planning Guides link suggested activities to the Investigations
Curriculum for Grades K-2.

Doral Academy of Nevada
Mathematics Curriculum Overview
Middle School and High School Math: Illustrative Mathematics
Publisher: Kendall Hunt/Copyright: 2017
Overview: Illustrative Mathematics is a problem based curriculum for Grades 6-8, Algebra I, Geometry,
and Algebra II aligned to the NVACS and the Standards for Mathematical Practice. Units of study are
designed to support three aspects of mathematical proficiency; conceptual understanding, procedural
fluency, and application.
Differentiation: Instructional strategies such as assistive technology, manipulatives, visual aids, and
graphic organizers are embedded in the curriculum to eliminate barriers that could prevent a student
from engaging in the important mathematical work of a specific lesson.
English Learners: The curriculum embeds instructional supports and practices to address the specialized
academic language demands in math. The design principles use mathematical language routines to
simultaneously learn mathematical practices, content and language.
Tasks: Students have opportunities to make connections to real-work contexts throughout the materials.
Frequently, anchor contexts are used to motivate new mathematical concepts, and students have many
opportunities to make connections between contexts and the concepts they are learning.

High School Math: College Prep Mathematics with ALEKS
Publisher: McGraw Hill/Copyright 2017
Overview: This course is designed for students who have successfully completed Algebra II. In
preparation for college-level mathematics, the focus of this course is the study of skills through a blended
learning model. The course utilizes ALEKS, a web-based learning system from McGraw Hill, that follows a
“Preparing for College Algebra” pathway. This course provides the construct and experiences that will
allow students to grow and maintain mathematical skills and practices required for college and career.
Differentiation: ALEKS assesses a student’s preparedness by identifying any critical knowledge gaps
which allows teachers to create small group instruction targeting certain skills. ALEKS then delivers
personalized instruction on standards-based math content, and automatically reassesses for retention.
English Learners: The blended learning model allows for instructional support for EL students as they
acquire mathematical academic language. ALEKS also allows for students to switch to different
languages as they are working through the curriculum.

High School Honors Math: Pre-Calculus
Publisher: Pearson Education/Copyright 2017
Overview: This rigorous course is designed for students with a strong background in advanced algebra
and will prepare the student for AP Calculus or college level mathematics. The course follows a scope
and sequence of goals aligned to the NVACS and the Standards for Mathematical Practice. In addition to
reviewing topics from trigonometry, this course includes problem-solving techniques using analytic
geometry, vectors, matrices, relations and functions and their graphs, probability and statistics, and the
introductory concepts of calculus.
Technology: Resources for this Honors course are placed in Google Classroom for students to utilize
online for additional enrichment.
Arts Integration: This course utilizes Desmos for arts integrated projects related to the Pre-Calculus
standards. This allows the students to make connections and create conversations based on the Math
content they are learning and representing through visual art pieces.

